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Announcing a
major contribution

to environmental study

THE CONSERVATION ATLAS
OF TROPICAL FORESTS

ASIA
AND THE PACIFIC
The first complete and authoritative , • *
study of the Asia-Pacific region's tropical forests, written
under the auspices of the IUCN. A series of essays by over 100 world experts
and detailed country-by-country maps compiled by the latest satellite technology.
Part One includes 11 essays covering all aspects of deforestation, and the methods used to control
them. Anthropological, social, biological, political and enviromental issues are discussed, and backed
up with relevant data. Colour photographs illustrate the essays throughout.

Part Two contains a series of 25 colour maps of the 18 countries covered by the Atlas which illustrate
different types of forest and existing/proposed conservation areas. Countries are discussed
individually, with detailed case studies highlighting problems specific to certain areas. Maps are to
scale for easy comparison.

To order your copy of the Atlas, simply fill out the order form and return it to the address below. For
further information, or a copy of our colour brochure, please contact: Petra Green, Globe Book
Services, Stockton House, 1 Melbourne Place, London WC2B 4LF. Tel. 071 379 4687.

ORDER FORM
[ ] Please send me copy/copies of The Conservation Atlas of Tropical Forests: ASIA AND
THE PACIFIC (ISBN 0333 53992 3), price £65. *Please add £2 postage per book.

[ ] Please invoice me for £
[ ] I enclose a cheque for £ made payable to Globe Book Services
[ ] Please charge £ to my credit card

Type: Access [ ] Visa [ ] American Express [ ]

Number: Expiry date:

Signature:
(Orders cannot be accepted without a signature)

Name

Address...

Postcode-

Tel, no Date
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INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

1. Scope of the journal

Papers may deal with any aspect of tropical ecology, and both those devoted to the results
of original research as well as those which form significant reviews will be considered.
Generally, papers should not exceed 5000 words of text.

Short Communications, which must not exceed four printed pages in total length, are
acceptable. Notes up to one page long will also be considered.

Boohs for review should be sent to the Editor.

2. Preparation and lubmiuion of manuscripts

Detailed instructions for the preparation and submission of Papers, Short Communications
and Notes are printed at the back of each part of Volume 1 and Part 1 of each subsequent
volume. Potential contributors are advised that careful attention to these instructions will
greatly assist the Editor and thus speed the processing of their manuscripts.

Continued from inside front cover

Copying: This journal is registered with the Copyright Clearance Center, 27 Congress St., Salem,
Mass. 01970. Organizations in the USA who are also registered with C.C.C. may therefore copy
material (beyond the limits permitted by sections 107 and 108 of US copyright law) subject to
payment to C.C.C. of the per copy fee of $5.00. This consent does not extend to multiple copying
for promotional or commercial purposes. Code 0266-4674/91 $5.00 + 0.00.

ISI Tear Sheet Service, 3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104, USA, is authorized
to supply single copies of separate articles for private use only.

For all other use, permission should be sought from Cambridge or the American Branch of
Cambridge University Press.

Cambridge University Press
The Pitt Building, Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 1RP
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011^1211, USA
10 Stamford Road, Oakleigh, Melbourne 3166, Australia
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